Mount Holyoke College

Intensive Elementary Japanese II
Spring 2001 Week 3 (2/12 – 2/16)

2/12  Mon
Chapter 8  New Vocabulary

Homework:
-- Do Verb Conjugation Sheet (Chapter 8) – all the columns except the て form column
-- Memorize the words on Textbook pp.242-244
-- Read Textbook pp.249-251 (LANGUAGE I)
-- Prepare yourself for Conjugation Quiz (Dictionary and ない forms) tomorrow

2/13  Tue  Conjugation Quiz (Dictionary and ない forms)
て forms & Making a request, using the て form of a verb + 下さい

Homework:
-- Do Workbook pp.75-76 (I)
-- Memorize the て forms Formula for the Quiz tomorrow
-- Read Textbook pp.253-254 (LANGUAGE II); pp.260-261 (LANGUAGE IV)

2/14  Wed  て forms Formula Quiz
Using Chinese origin numbers, 100 and above
Referring to prices and floor levels, using 円 and かいい

Homework:
-- Memorize Chapter 7 Dialogue (Textbook pp.202-203) to perform it tomorrow

2/15  Th   Dialogue Presentation (Chapter 7)

Homework:
-- Do Workbook pp.76-77 (II); pp.78-80 (IV)
-- Review the て forms Formula for the Quiz tomorrow
-- Review what has been covered so far for Drill Session tomorrow

2/16  Fri  て forms Formula Quiz
Drill Session

Homework:
-- Do the て form column of Verb Conjugation Sheets (Chapters 2 to 8)
-- Prepare yourself for Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 8) on Monday
-- Read Textbook pp.255-258 (LANGUAGE III)

Next week:
2/19  Mon  Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 8)
2/21  Wed  Kanji Quiz (Chapter 7)
2/23  Fri  Chapter Exam #1 (through Chapter 7)